All Saints Multi Academy Trust, Birmingham

Home Learning

Learning
Objective

Lesson 1
Inference

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Lesson 2
Retrieval

Lesson 3

Lesson 4
Retrieval and Inference

Lesson 5

LO: To engage with the text

LO: To read about Walter Tull’s
family and childhood.

https://classroom.thenational.
academy/units/walter-tullsscrapbook-by-michaelamorgan-1e50

https://classroom.thenational.a
cademy/lessons/to-read-aboutwalter-tulls-family-andchildhood-ccukjr

Lesson outline

Walter Tull’s
Scrapbook

Monday

We will make inferences about
what this book is about by
looking at pictures, they will then
consider the text type and finally
they will generate their own
question about Walter Tull.

We will read about Walter Tull's
early life. Sadly, lots of his family
members died when he was
young. We will answer retrieval
questions, consider the layout of
the text and reflect upon his
experience as a child.

Extra Notes

Year 4
Reading
Week 1

Make sure you have paper or
workbook.
Infer what you think the book
may be about using the front
cover to help you.
Think about your true and false
answers carefully.
Remember to answer questions
in full sentences.

LO: To read about Walter
Tull;s career in football..

LO: To read about Walter
Tull’s career in the army

LO: To reflect upon the text we
have read.

https://classroom.then
ational.academy/units
/walter-tullsscrapbook-bymichaela-morgan1e50

All reading work
should be completed
in their pupil work
book or a piece of
paper. Worksheets are
numbered by day and
are available online or
for collection from the
school office. Work
can be photographed
and emailed for
weekly feedback.

Lesson
Link

30 minutes daily

Make sure you have paper or
workbook. Think about why we
have a contents page in this book?
Complete a mind map of all the
ideas you would include in your
own scrapbook about your life.

https://classroom.thenational.
academy/lessons/to-readabout-walter-tulls-career-infootball-cmvkgt

https://classroom.thenational.
academy/lessons/to-readabout-walter-tulls-career-inthe-army-68u3cc

https://classroom.thenational.a
cademy/lessons/to-reflectupon-the-text-we-have-read6cr64c

We will read about Walter's
football career and track how his
emotions changed during this.
We will also read about the
racism Walter faced during his
career.

We will read about Walter's time
in WW1. We will read about his
daily routine and the uniform that
he wore. At certain points of the
lesson will reflect upon his race
and the contributions he has
made to a more inclusive society
today.

We will re-read an extract and
answer some language-based
inference questions. The children's
task will be to write a letter from
the perspective of Walter Tull
describing his time in the
trenches. We will spend some
time considering why Walter Tull
was remarkable.

Make sure you have paper or
workbook.
Complete all answers in full
sentence. Put events into
chronological order.

Make sure you have paper or
workbook.
Complete all answers in full
sentence.

Make sure you have paper or
workbook.
Complete all answers in full
sentences. Draw the chart to help
with the events of Walter’s
football career.
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